
          TSE   Week 3.3     January 23-27, 2023     Danielle LeDoux 
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Morning Work 7:00-7:30 Morning Work 7:00-7:30 Morning Work 7:00-7:30 Morning Work 7:00-7:30 Morning Work 7:00-7:30 

Daily Math  

**Students are writing their 

name, identifying how many 

days they have been in 

school, tracing numbers 1-10, 

identifying and tracing daily 

shape, identifying a given 

number and circle the correct 

amount, counting and writing 

the correct amount, identifying 

the total of a given group of 

pictures.   

Daily Math  

**Students are writing their 

name, identifying how many 

days they have been in 

school, tracing numbers 1-10, 

identifying and tracing daily 

shape, identifying a given 

number and circle the correct 

amount, counting and writing 

the correct amount, 

identifying the total of a given 

group of pictures.   

Daily Math  

**Students are writing their 

name, identifying how many 

days they have been in 

school, tracing numbers 1-10, 

identifying and tracing daily 

shape, identifying a given 

number and circle the 

correct amount, counting 

and writing the correct 

amount, identifying the total 

of a given group of pictures.   

Daily Math  

**Students are writing their 

name, identifying how many 

days they have been in 

school, tracing numbers 1-10, 

identifying and tracing daily 

shape, identifying a given 

number and circle the correct 

amount, counting and writing 

the correct amount, 

identifying the total of a given 

group of pictures.   

Daily Math  

**Students are writing their 

name, identifying how 

many days they have 

been in school, tracing 

numbers 1-10, identifying 

and tracing daily shape, 

identifying a given number 

and circle the correct 

amount, counting and 

writing the correct 

amount, identifying the 

total of a given group of 

pictures.   

Calendar Math & MM 7:30-
7:50  

Calendar Math & MM 7:30-
7:50  

Calendar Math & MM  
7:30-7:50  

Calendar Math & MM  
7:30-7:50  

Calendar Math & MM  
7:30-7:50  

Mindset Monday  

Second Step Lesson  
 

100th Day! 
Introduce: introduce the number 

of the week (number 20 twenty) 

and use different math tools to 

represent the number. Introduce 

number talks. Count to 100 by 1’s, 

count to 100 by 10’s, do our silly 

voice counting. 

Teamwork Tuesday  

Daily Focus Wall - Discuss 

Importance/Goals for the week 

Discuss word of the week and 

words of affirmation. 

Introduce: introduce the number 

of the week (number 20 twenty) 

and use different math tools to 

represent the number. Introduce 

number talks. Count to 100 by 1’s, 

count to 100 by 10’s, do our silly 

voice counting. 

Win it Wednesday 

Hallway Skip Counting 

Goals/Class Charts 

(By 1’s to 20, 10’s to 100, 5’s to 

50)  

Introduce: introduce the number 

of the week (number 20 twenty) 

and use different math tools to 

represent the number. Introduce 

number talks. Count to 100 by 

1’s, count to 100 by 10’s, do our 

silly voice counting. 

Thankful Thursday  

Daily Focus Wall - Discuss 

Importance/Goals for the week 

Discuss word of the week and 

words of affirmation. 

Introduce: introduce the number 

of the week (number 20 twenty) 

and use different math tools to 

represent the number. Introduce 

number talks. Count to 100 by 1’s, 

count to 100 by 10’s, do our silly 

voice counting. 

Future Friday  

Daily Focus Wall - Discuss 

Importance/Goals for the 

week 

Discuss word of the week and 

words of affirmation. 

Introduce: introduce the 

number of the week (number 

20 twenty) and use different 

math tools to represent the 

number. Introduce number 

talks. Count to 100 by 1’s, 

count to 100 by 10’s, do our 

silly voice counting. 

Whole Group Math Lesson 21: Add Within 10 
Essential Question: What strategies can we use to solve addition problems within 10? 

  I can use different strategies to solve addition problems within 10. 

Fluency Focus: Addition Facts to 10 

Vocabulary: add, equal sign, plus sign, equation, total, equal 

RMM Math 7:50-8:20 RMM Math 7:50-8:20 RMM Math 7:50-8:20 RMM Math 7:50-8:20 RMM Math 7:50-8:20 
100th Day of School 

Math/Snack Activity (K.CC.A.2, 

K.CC.A.1)- Anticipatory Set TSW 

dance to Jack Hartman’s 100 

Days of School with Grandpa 

and Grandma. 
Guided Practice Try it - TTW 

present activity example 

photo and work mats. TSW 

review counting by 10’s to 100 

using the 100s chart. Discuss it - 

Target Question: How did you 

know which picture matches 

each equation? 
Anticipatory Set Start Slide - 

TSW view the pictures and be 

encouraged to tell an 

addition story (possible 

solutions - 5+3=8, 5+2=7, etc.) 
Guided Practice Try it - SWP 

411 - TSW view the scene and 

count and describe the 

Target Question: How do we 

find the total for each group? 
Anticipatory Set TTW show 

Jack Hartman’s What 

Numbers Make 10 song and 

find the correct equation for 

the start slide. 
Guided Practice Try it - SWP 

415 - TSW use 10 counters to 

model different addition 

problems. TSW record sum 

Target Question: How can 8+1 

and 1+8 both equal 9? 
Anticipatory Set Start Slide - 

TSW listen to the teacher’s taps 

and claps and find the 

equation that matches. 
Guided Practice Apply it - SWP 

419 - TSW use counters to 

practice turn-around facts 

(switch-a-roos) and then 

record the equations.. Discuss 

Target Question: How can 

we show different ways to 

make 9? 
Anticipatory Set Start Slide 

- Count the cats and tell a 

story about five more 

joining them. TSW use their 

fingers to find the total. 
Guided Practice Apply it -

SWP 423 - TSW use counters 

to solve the problem - Ben 



Target* How will counting by 

10s help us keep track of how 

many snacks we have? 
Independent Work TSW rotate 

tables with their own 

plates/ziplocs to count out 10 

of each different snack item. 

TTW monitor/refill items as 

needed. TSW enjoy snack at 

their own table once everyone 

has rotated. 
Closure  iReady Interactive 

Practice - Count to 100 by 10s. 

TTW call on students to 

complete lesson on board. 

different objects they see. 

Circle a group that shows the 

equation 4+3=7. Discuss it 

-  How many dogs will there 

be if one more comes into the 

store? How do you know? 
Independent Work SWP 412 - 

TSW match the pictures to the 

correct equations. 
Closure  Exit Slide -  TSW view 

the slide and decide which 

equation correctly matches 

the pictures. 

after using workmat. Discuss 

it -  How do the counters 

match the equation? 
Independent Work SWP 416 - 

TSW use the pictures to solve 

the addition equations then 

count and write the total. 
Closure  TSW use a tree map 

to sort different equations 

with sums of 7, 8, or 9. 

it -  Look at the two equations 

you have written. What is the 

same, and what is different? 
Independent Work SWP 420 - 

TSW use pictures to complete 

the equations and record the 

total. Compare the two 

problems about rabbits 

together. 
Closure Exit Slide- TTW read the 

problem for children to solve 

on their fingers. How many 

children are at the table now? 

has 9 toy cars. Some are 

red and the rest are 

yellow. TSW show the 

different ways to make 9. 

Discuss it - How does using 

a 10 frame and counters 

help us show the different 

ways? 
Independent 

Work   Connect it - SWP 

424 TSW chose a way to 

show 8 dogs, some 

napping and playing, and 

10 cats. TSW record their 

equation. 
Closure  Exit Slide- TTW ask 

students to give a way to 

show 7 birds and record the 

equation. 
Standards: K.OA.1, K.OA.2 W.O.W.: 1, 2,4,5,7 

Math Center Rotations Begin 8:20-9:40 
Weekly Independent Centers: Identifying the number 20, tracing , finding groups and amounts that have 20, using multiple math tools (tens frame, number line, 

and tally marks) to show and represent the number 20.  

Independent Computer Center:  Teach Your Monster  

Ms. LeDoux’s Table  Ms. LeDoux’s Table  Ms. LeDoux’s Table  Ms. LeDoux’s Table  Ms. LeDoux’s Table  
 

Group One- Focusing on our 

weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-10 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on our 

weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-10 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

 

Group One- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-10 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-10 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

 

Group One- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-

10 using five’s frames, 

using counters, building 

addition sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-

10 using five’s frames, 

using counters, building 

addition sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

 

Group One- Focusing on our 

weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-10 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-10 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

 

Group One- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-

10 using five’s frames, 

using counters, building 

addition sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-

10 using five’s frames, 

using counters, building 

addition sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing 

on our weekly number 

20, formation, and 

number word, counting 

accurately 



Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately. 

 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills are 

one more, one less, adding 

on to a given number, 

comparing numbers, and 

vocabulary in which math is 

used.  

Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately. 

 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills 

are one more, one less, 

adding on to a given 

number, comparing 

numbers, and vocabulary 

in which math is used.  

Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, counting 

accurately. 

 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills 

are one more, one less, 

adding on to a given 

number, comparing 

numbers, and vocabulary 

in which math is used.  

Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number 20, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately. 

 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills are 

one more, one less, adding 

on to a given number, 

comparing numbers, and 

vocabulary in which math 

is used.  

 

Group Four- Focusing 

on our weekly number 

20, formation, and 

number word, counting 

accurately. 

 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on 

a variety of skills. The 

skills are one more, one 

less, adding on to a 

given number, 

comparing numbers, 

and vocabulary in 

which math is used.  
Standards: RL.K.10, RF.K.1, RF.K.2, RF.K.3, RF.K.4, K.CC.3, CI.K.1  

 

W.O.W.: 2, 7, 9 

Ms. Stephens Table Ms. Stephens Table Ms. Stephens Table Ms. Stephens Table Ms. Stephens Table 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the amount 

on a tens frame, finding the 

number using a number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the daily 

number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the amount 

on a tens frame, finding the 

number using a number line 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the amount 

on a tens frame, finding the 

number using a number line 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line. 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the amount 

on a tens frame, finding the 

number using a number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the amount 

on a tens frame, finding the 

number using a number line 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the amount 

on a tens frame, finding the 

number using a number line 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line. 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using 

a number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using 

a number line 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using 

a number line 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number 20, finding 

the amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 



finding the number using a 

number line. 

finding the number using a 

number line. 

finding the number 

using a number line. 

Standards: RL.K.10, RF.K.1, RF.K.2, RF.K.3, RF.K.4, K.CC.3 W.O.W.: 1, 7, 8, 9 

HMH Reading & Writing 11:15-11:55 Integrated Science and Social Studies 

Essential Question: What makes the USA special? I Can use different genres of text to tell and illustrate why our country is special. 
Vocabulary: belong, country, right, American, plain, sea    Read Alouds: America the Beautiful, In Our Country 

Recess 10:15-10:40 
 

Recess 10:15-10:40 
 

Recess 10:15-10:40 
 

Recess 10:15-10:40 
 

Recess 10:15-10:40 
 

Lunch/Restroom 
10:40-11:10 

Lunch/Restroom 
10:40-11:10 

Lunch/Restroom 
10:40-11:10 

Lunch/Restroom 
10:40-11:10 

Lunch/Restroom 
10:40-11:10 

Activity 12:20-1:10 Activity 12:20-1:10 Activity 12:20-1:10 Activity 12:20-1:10 Activity 12:20-1:10 

Water Break 1:10-1:15 

 HMH Reading & Writing 11:15-11:55 Integrated Science and Social Studies 

Essential Question: What makes the USA special? I Can use different genres of text to tell and illustrate why our country is special. 
Vocabulary: belong, country, right, American, plain, sea    Read Alouds: America the Beautiful, In Our Country 

Review: letters Aa, Tt, Mm, Ss. Bb, Cc, Ff, Rr, Hh, Nn, Jj, Ll, Pp, Gg, Dd, Qq, Uu, Vv, Ww, Ii, Oo, Zz, Ee 

HMH Reading  
1:15 - 1:30 

Target Question: What is the meaning of 
our poem? 

HMH Reading  
1:15 – 1:30 

Target Question: How can our 
illustrations show the meaning of our 

text? 

HMH Reading  
1:15 – 1:30 

Target Question: What are some of 
the different types of places in our 

country that we read about? 

HMH Reading  
1:15 - 1:30 

Target Question: What words can we 
spot, spell and sound out from our big 

book? 

HMH Reading  
1:15 - 1:30 

Target Question: How can we show 
and illustrate the meaning of our 

power words? 
Anticipatory Set TTW teach 

topic words belong, country 

and right.  TTW display a map 

of our country and find our 

state, also pointing out the two 

surrounding oceans 

(Atlantic/Pacific). TTW make 

connections to mod. topic 

and set purpose for viewing 

Get Curious Video: Land of the 

Anticipatory Set TTW use 

vocabulary cards to define 

and talk about examples 

(America, plain, sea). Have 

students use examples from 

real life and/or text read 

yesterday- America is another 

name for ____. A plain is a 

flat  ___. The sea is a huge 

body of ___. 

Anticipatory Set TTW display 

a map of the United States 

and explain the country is 

made up of 50 states - Today 

we will learn more about 

them! 
Guided Practice   TTW set 

purpose for reading Big 

Book: In Our Country: listen 

carefully to learn 

Anticipatory Set TTW ask 

students to recall what we 

read about yesterday. TTW 

create a bubble map with the 

topic “Places in our Country” 

and have students share their 

ideas to the map. 

Guided Practice TTW revisit Big 

Book: In Our Country: with 

students on promethean 

Anticipatory Set Review 

Power words- (America, 

plain, sea) - One special 

things about America is 

___. On a plain, you might 

see ___. I saw a ___ by the 

sea. TTW call on students to 

come act out/define each 

word. 



Free and TTW ask, how is our 

country special? 
Guided Practice  TTW 

introduce the book America 

the Beautiful- TTW display 

Anchor Chart: Poems to review 

genre characteristics. We’ve 

read poems before, and this 

poem became a song. TTW 

use BookStix 6.1a to check for 

understanding/model. 
Independent Work  TTW ask 

students to echo read 

America the Beautiful 

together, then make 

connections to knowledge 

map 6-  What is the meaning 

of our poem? How does the 

poem show that America is 

special? 
Closure TTW ask students to 

help her sing the poem. TTW 

play song/lyrics on board and 

have students practice echo 

reading, then sing the song 

together chorally. 

Guided Practice Refer to 

Anchor Chart: Picture It! to 

introduce how to use 

descriptive words to visualize. 

Use examples using 

descriptive words vs. not and 

explain adjectives. 

Accountable Talk - TTW 

reread poem from yesterday 

and use BookStix to discuss 

questions- pg. 3 Look at 

picture and close your eyes, 

use your senses to picture it - 

what do you hear? feel? 

smell? taste? repeat on pg. 9. 

Independent Work   TTW 

introduce task - choosing one 

of the three lines from the 

poem and draw an illustration 

that shows the meaning of 

the text. (myBook pg. 64). TTW 

model revisiting text to draw 

the meaning. 
Closure TSW share their 

drawings. TTW prompt 

students to use the sentence 

starter “The text says __. The 

illustration shows __.” 

information- use BookStix 

6.1b to check for 

understanding - What do the 

pictures show us about each 

place? 
Independent Work  After 

reading, TTW have students 

identify the topic of the text 

(Land and water in the 

United States) and the 

central idea (There are many 

different types of places in 

the U.S.). Make connections 

to Knowledge Map 6 -Part of 

what makes our country so 

special is that there are 

many different and beautiful 

places in it! 
Closure TTW play 50 States 

songs and allow students to 

pick different states to 

explore images of (TTW 

guide students to states with 

different natural features - 

deserts, forests, canyons, 

lakes, mountains, etc). 
 

board: Foundational Skills in 

Context - Words to Know (a, 

are, in, is, of and some) and 

decodable words: pg. 3 

search for words to know, 

point to decodable word 

(map) and read together, pg. 

10, pg. 14- spell a word to 

know and have children write 

the word on dry erase boards, 

call on students to identify 

words. 
Independent Work  TTW guide 

students to complete myBook 

pg. 65- in the Big Book In Our 

Country, we read about many 

places in our country. Today, 

each of you is going to write 

about one type of place in our 

country! TTW model 

assignment and assist students 

in their writing. 
Closure TTW allow students to 

share their ideas and drawings 

to the class. Make sure 

students answer in complete 

sentences using “In our 

country, there are ____.” 

Guided Practice  TSW visit 

myBook pg. 66. TTW will 

read aloud each sentence 

frame using the power 

words and model 

completing the sentence. 

Have students turn and 

talk to complete each 

sentence on their own, 

and monitor/prompt their 

conversations. 
Independent Work  TSW 

complete myBook pg. 66 - 

we are going to chose one 

sentence we discussed 

and write/draw our 

responses. TTW model on 

the board and walk 

around/assist with writing 

sentences. 
Closure TTW allow students 

to share their illustrations, 

then project Home of the 

Free and the Brave: 

Weekly Assessment 1 - TSW 

listen to the article 

“Buildings to Remember” 

and answer key detail 

comprehension 

questions.  TSW then sound 

out/identify words in 

assessment. 
Standards: RL.K.2, RL.k3,4, RL.K.5, L.K.5c, SL.K.1, L.K.5, W.K.1 W.O.W.: 1,2,4,7 

Reading/Project Read/ELA Center Rotations Begin 1:30-2:05 
Weekly Independent Centers: Identifying, tracing, and  independently writing the daily letter 

Independent Computer Center: Teach Your Monster 
Thinking Map introduced: Circle Map 

Ms. LeDoux’s Table  Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table 
Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the letter A-Z, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) Teach 

double letter endings. SW 

identify the sound at the 

end of the word and 

determine which double 

Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the letter A-Z, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) Teach 

double letter endings. SW 

identify the sound at the 

end of the word and 

determine which double 

Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the letter A-Z, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) Teach 

double letter endings. SW 

identify the sound at the 

end of the word and 

determine which double 

Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the letter A-Z, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) Teach 

double letter endings. SW 

identify the sound at the 

end of the word and 

determine which double 

Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the letter A-Z, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) Teach 

double letter endings. SW 

identify the sound at the 

end of the word and 

determine which double 



letter ending is needed to 

complete the word. 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters /A/, /a/, 

letter ending is needed to 

complete the word. 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters /A/, /a/, 

letter ending is needed to 

complete the word. 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters /A/, /a/, 

letter ending is needed to 

complete the word. 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters /A/, /a/, 

letter ending is needed to 

complete the word. 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the letter A-Z. 

identifying the pictures that 

have the phonological 

sound of the given letter. 

Teach double letter 

endings. SW identify the 

sound at the end of the 

word and determine which 

double letter ending is 

needed to complete the 

word. 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters /A/, /a/, 



/T/, /t/, /M/, /m/, /S/, /s/, 

/B/, /b/, /C/, /c/, /F/, /f/, 

/R/, /r/, /H/, /h/, /N/, /n/, 

and /J/, /j/ 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills 

are rhyming, phonological 

awareness, blending 

sounds together, letter 

sounds, sight words, and  

cvc. Students are working 

on word family with 

changing the initial sound. 

/T/, /t/, /M/, /m/, /S/, /s/, 

/B/, /b/, /C/, /c/, /F/, /f/, 

/R/, /r/, /H/, /h/, /N/, /n/, 

and /J/, /j/ 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills 

are rhyming, phonological 

awareness, blending 

sounds together, letter 

sounds, sight words, and  

cvc. Students are working 

on word family with 

changing the initial sound. 

/T/, /t/, /M/, /m/, /S/, /s/, 

/B/, /b/, /C/, /c/, /F/, /f/, 

/R/, /r/, /H/, /h/, /N/, /n/, 

and /J/, /j/ 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills 

are rhyming, phonological 

awareness, blending 

sounds together, letter 

sounds, sight words, and  

cvc. Students are working 

on word family with 

changing the initial sound. 

/T/, /t/, /M/, /m/, /S/, /s/, 

/B/, /b/, /C/, /c/, /F/, /f/, 

/R/, /r/, /H/, /h/, /N/, /n/, 

and /J/, /j/ 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills 

are rhyming, phonological 

awareness, blending 

sounds together, letter 

sounds, sight words, and  

cvc. Students are working 

on word family with 

changing the initial sound. 

/T/, /t/, /M/, /m/, /S/, /s/, 

/B/, /b/, /C/, /c/, /F/, /f/, 

/R/, /r/, /H/, /h/, /N/, /n/, 

and /J/, /j/ 

***Per leveled groups, 

students are working on a 

variety of skills. The skills 

are rhyming, phonological 

awareness, blending 

sounds together, letter 

sounds, sight words, and  

cvc. Students are working 

on word family with 

changing the initial sound. 

Ms. Stephens Table Ms. Stephens Table Ms. Stephens Table Ms. Stephens Table Ms. Stephens Table 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters A-Z and 

review of all letters taught 

 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters A-Z and 

review of all letters taught 

 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters A-Z and 

review of all letters taught 

 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters A-Z and 

review of all letters taught 

 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Project Read Review: 

Identifying capital and 

lowercase letters A-Z and 

review of all letters taught 

 

D.E.A.R. 
2:05-2:20 

Teacher Read Aloud 
Class Choice 

D.E.A.R. 
2:05-2:20 

Teacher Read Aloud 
Class Choice 

D.E.A.R. 
2:05-2:20 

Teacher Read Aloud 
Class Choice 

D.E.A.R. 
2:05-2:20 

Teacher Read Aloud 
Class Choice 

D.E.A.R. 
2:05-2:20 

Teacher Read Aloud 
Class Choice 



Dismissal 2:20-2:25 Dismissal 2:20-2:25 Dismissal 2:20-2:25 Dismissal 2:20-2:25 Dismissal 2:20-2:25 

 
    
 
 


